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ACROSS
1. Type genus of the Anatidae.
5. Having spots or patches of color.
12. Annual grass of Europe and North

Africa.
15. Type genus of the Majidae.
16. Genus of tropical American herbs or

subshrubs.
17. 100 pyas equal 1 kyat.
18. Any property detected by the olfactory

system.
19. (anatomy) A small structure resembling

a rootlet (such as a fibril of a nerve).
20. The sense organ for hearing and equi-

librium.
21. A desert in southwestern Africa - large-

ly Botswana.
23. A civil or military authority in Turkey or

Egypt.
25. A medicinal drug used to evoke vomit-

ing (especially in cases of drug over-
dose or poisoning).

26. Having an eye or eyes or eyelike fea-
ture especially as specified.

28. A state in the Rocky Mountains.
30. A trivalent metallic element of the rare

earth group.
31. A hard gray lustrous metallic element

that is highly corrosion-resistant.
32. Without the natural or usual covering.
36. A member of a Mayan people of

southwestern Guatemala.
38. A bachelor's degree in religion.
40. The use of bacteria or viruses of toxins

to destroy men and animals or food.
42. Lacking companions or companion-

ship.
43. A small carriage in which a baby or

child is pushed around.
45. The eleventh month of the civil year.
47. Brush turkeys.
50. Nonfictional prose forming an inde-

pendent part of a publication.
52. Very thin especially from disease or

hunger or cold.
53. A unit of absorbed ionizing radiation

equal to 100 ergs per gram of irradiat-
ed material.

54. A driver who obstructs others.
55. A fee charged for exchanging curren-

cies.
57. A sharp bend in a line produced when

a line having a loop is pulled tight.
58. An associate degree in applied science.
60. A colorless odorless gaseous element

that give a red glow in a vacuum tube.
61. Half the width of an em.
62. (Greek mythology) A maiden seduced

by Zeus.
63. A carriage consisting of two wheels

and calash top.
66. A public promotion of some product

or service.
68. Perennial herb of North America.
73. A mask with a filter protects the face

an lungs against poisonous gases.
77. A condition (mostly in boys) character-

ized by behavioral and learning disor-
ders.

78. An airplane that can land on or take off
from water.

81. Aircraft landing in bad weather in
which the pilot is talked down by
ground control using precision
approach radar.

82. A sweetened beverage of diluted fruit
juice.

83. An iron-clad vessel built by the
Confederate forces in the hope of
breaking the blockade imposed by the
North.

84. A barrier constructed to contain the
flow or water or to keep out the sea.

85. A local computer network for commu-
nication between computers.

86. Having the same sound (especially
vowel sound) occurring in successive
stressed syllables.

87. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. In a murderous frenzy as if possessed by

a demon.
2. A quantity of no importance.
3. Garlic mayonnaise.
4. A long brightly colored shawl.
5. English theoretical physicist who

applied relativity theory to quantum
mechanics and predicted the exis-
tence of antimatter and the positron
(1902-1984).

6. The mountain peak that Noah's ark
landed on as the waters of the great
flood receded.

7. A tricycle (usually propelled by ped-
alling).

8. A unit of pressure.
9. (informal) Having been got the better of.
10. An inflammatory complication of lep-

rosy that results in painful skin lesions
on the arms and legs and face.

11. Make more intense, stronger, or more
marked.

12. An organization of countries formed in
1961 to agree on a common policy for
the sale of petroleum.

13. An Indian nursemaid who looks after
children.

14. A village in eastern Ireland (northwest
of Dublin).

22. A plant lacking a permanent woody
stem.

24. (of animals) Fully developed.
27. Of or relating to or characteristic of

Yemen or its inhabitants.
29. United States lawyer famous for his

defense of lost causes (1857-1938).
33. Sorghums of dry regions of Asia and

North Africa.
34. Put into a rage.
35. Quieten or silence (a sound) or make

(an image) less visible.
37. New Zealand conifer.
39. Herb of the Pacific islands grown

throughout the tropics for its edible
root and in temperate areas as an
ornamental for its large glossy leaves.

41. A tributary of the Ohio River.
44. The vein in the center of a leaf.
46. Prolific Spanish playwright (1562-

1635).
48. (of roads) Made of logs laid down

crosswise.
49. Asiatic wild dog.
51. A tan discoloration of a woman's face

that is associated with pregnancy or
with the use of oral contraceptives.

56. A cooperative unit.
59. A very poisonous metallic element that

has three allotropic forms.
64. Small terrestrial lizard of warm regions

of the Old World.
65. A language group of the Hokan family.
67. (Irish) Chief god of the Tuatha De

Danann.
69. Tropical starchy tuberous root.
70. Any place of complete bliss and

delight and peace.
71. The sediment from fermentation of an

alcoholic beverage.
72. The 4th planet from the sun.
74. A subdivision of a larger religious

group.
75. Someone who works (or provides

workers) during a strike.
76. God of love and erotic desire.
79. In favor of (an action or proposal etc.).
80. United States sculptor and architect

whose public works include the
memorial to veterans of the Vietnam
War in Washington (born in 1959).
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Friday’s Solution

You find that your thoughts are staying about two steps ahead of your
actions today. Your mind is in overdrive. You are quick and on your toes. There is no
doubt you are extremely intelligent, and others are attracted to this quality. You
may find that you can be of great counsel to others today. Your opinions matter to
those close to you. You may find yourself seeking knowledge and wanting to sur-
round yourself with others that have the same desire. Education is extremely impor-
tant to you and you may find yourself led to continue yours in some form, whether it
be additional training in your field of work or enrolling in new courses, Aries.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You may find yourself attracted to all that is unique today. You are
broadening your horizons and opening your mind to new and unusual things.
You find yourself drawn to these things and people. Your own creative abili-
ties soar to new levels. You are thinking a little farther outside of the box than
ever before. This new way of thinking finds you a bit disconnected in the
workplace and in a more dream like state. You may find others are not familiar
with this side of you and are taken a little off guard and this may be what is
causing you to feel a disconnect and lack of communication with them. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You may have been so focused lately you have been missing out
on a social life. Today is a great day to get out and about. Hit the town but
choose your company wisely as not to experience any conflict while doing
so. Surround yourself with like-minded friends. Choose friends who are pos-
itive and share your love of life. You may find yourself experiencing a real
spiritual awakening and the desire to share this with others. You should be
pleasantly please at how receptive your friends are. A great day for you
where the lines of communication open in all aspects of your world. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You find yourself in admiration of the mystical world around you.
You are more determined than ever to put your talents to use whether artis-
tic or psychic. You may find you are faced with opportunity to use these tal-
ents and bring the mysterious, the glamorous, and the intriguing into your
life. You may be curious of how your mind could be so active and over-
whelmed by the ideas that are flowing through in over drive. You feel the
need to express these ideas as fast as they come to you and could catch
yourself talking the ears off of anyone that would listen. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

You don’t care how, you want it now! This is your attitude when it
comes to life today. You have taken love a step farther. Obsession is a more
appropriate description of how you feel about your goals. This could be an
extremely passionate time in your world. Jealousy and possessiveness may
be emotions that play a role in your world. You may find your ambition is in
overdrive and you will not stop until you have exactly what your want. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Details are important today. Be aware of what you say. Be sure
anything you put on social media communicates what you intended. Words
can be misinterpreted, and you may not have an opportunity to correct a
misunderstanding. Written words are a permanent record, and they can come
back to haunt you. Relationships can be permanently damaged because the
reader did not get the message that was intended. Choose your words wisely
today. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Stress plays a bigger role in your life than usual. Under pressure
is not the best position to be in to make decisions. When tensions are high
like you may experience today, it is best to but off any decisions for later. Hit
the road, take a drive, or just do what it takes to add a bit of relaxation into
your world. You may find someone turning to you for advice or as a shoulder
to cry on. Pouring your time into helping someone may seem to relieve your
stress and minimize your own problems. Helping others could be the best
way to help yourself. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You are a practical person with an abundance of common sense.
You are able to use both of these qualities as assets to make your way to the
top in the career world. You may be feeling a need to change your focus and
tighten your circle a bit. You feel as if you need to spend more of your time
and attention on you and yours. At this point you may have accomplished
your goal in the workplace but feel you need to continue to work on your
goal at home. 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Break the mold. Color outside of the lines. Today is a day you will
find great satisfaction from being different. Thinking outside of the box will
bring great reward. Stay positive and optimistic and sit back and enjoy the
reward. Remember at times you can reap great reward from stepping outside
of your comfort zone and taking a risk. This risk is worth the reward. Take a
chance.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

This day may find you longing for change. A new style, new
friends, new experiences may be calling out to you. You want to break out
and break away from the mundane life you have been leading. A major
change is on the horizon. You may be led to really change things up in your
life. Don’t run out and get a tattoo or make any changes that can be reversed
because this phase could fade as fast as it appeared. This change is in atti-
tude is very evident to those around you and you may find you are being met
with much opposition. The new you is not the highly respected hard-working
role model that so many close to you have grown to admire. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

All that sparkles may not be gold, but it sure does catch your eye.
You have deep appreciation for the beauty surrounding you and find it hard
to pass by any sparkling treasure in your path. Admire it and move on Leo,
and this could be a very good financial period for you if you can resist the
urge to spend. This may be a time of change in your life. The changes you are
about to make or may be making may not be supported by those close to you.
You may experience conflict or major pushback. 

Make a plan and put it in action. The ins and outs of your daily life
have become mundane. You need excitement and change. Even

though plans for a getaway may not go smoothly, the actual trip is just what
you need to refresh and rejuvenate. Your focus tends to be centered on the
wants and needs of those around you. This is a time in your life it will be best
to put yourself first. Remember you must first take care of yourself to be able
to help others. 


